In this work a study of feasibility is illustrated to design and build a mobile robot for inspection and analysis of historical sites of architectonic interest. This novel application for robotic systems can be considered of great interest because nowadays the need of more and more accurate and efficient survey activity requires enhancement and even development of procedures with more reliable, innovative, and advanced characteristics. Within this expectation robots and robotic systems seem to be suitable solutions even with the purposes of: operating in environments that cannot be reached by human operators. The study of feasibility concerns with the analysis and simulation of a robotic system that can be used for operating in historical sites. Basic features of such mobile robots, either legged or wheeled, are well known, but specific requirements should be considered for the proposed applications in archaeological/architectural sites, which can be considered as a novelty in the field of Robotics. Basic features of the proposed robotic system can be summarized as follows: the robot should be able to move inside the archaeological and/or architectural sites by carrying surveying devices and by avoiding damage of the surface and other parts of the site.
Introduction


This work is the result of the collaboration between DART (Laboratory of Documentation, Analysis, Survey of Architecture and Territory) and LARM (Laboratory of Robotics and Mechatronics) which, despite their apparent differences in terms of fields of research, for years have found time and motivations for opinion exchanges and cultural contacts, as well as research topics on which to begin genuine and fertile collaborations.
Our goal is to analyse the characteristics and problems that are related to the analysis and conservation of historical architecture, within an innovative approach with robotised systems. The design requisites and the distinctive aspects of the operations of a large range of robotised systems have now been fully defined and investigated. However, there are very few precedents for such specialized application, moreover, in connection to the subject of historical architecture that is apparently far away from general areas of robotics and mechatronics.
The case study presented here, i.e., the Pre-Cosmatesque pavement of the basilica of Montecassino (Fig. 1) , is a good example not only of the flexibility of the field of mechanics, but also of the possibilities for interaction with architecture in general, and the field of surveying in particular. A study of this type focuses specifically on applying robotised systems to the research and surveying of historic pavements, although the broader aim is to study and explore robotic systems and automated procedures to develop the work and the results, not only during the analysis stage but also for the protection and conservation of historical buildings.
Robots are used more and more frequently in difficult situations, such as inspections of internal sites of atomic stations, space travel and exploring inaccessible terrestrial sites, such as volcanic craters. guarantee stability. The use of six legs can be seen as a good compromise between flexibility and complexity of the system. In fact, hexapod robots have been already successfully used for example in space exploration, in-pipe inspection, mine detection, service robotics.
The robot's six-leg structure was chosen by taking into account the considerable irregularities in the pavement, with holes of a size that make wheeled robotic vehicles unsuitable, as they are generally more suited to interaction with contact. For this purpose, an initial prototype of an articulated leg and foot has been built, created by means of an actuated wheel in order to control the force in contact with the ground, in order to limit the possibility of causing further damage to the pavement.
The robotic system was designed with six legs in order to allow movements that, if programmed and adjusted correctly, ensure that three legs will remain in contact with the ground at the same time, to give the required mechanical stability and precision needed to direct the body onto which the architectural survey devices are installed.
In particular, the design has been created to give remarkable availability of space on the body of the six-leg robot, even on the surface facing the ground. Another special feature being dealt with at the prototype stage concerns the management and planning of strategies for moving the robot. With an adequate and relatively simple control system, this can give agility and flexibility of action, even to those without great experience in robotics.
To start experimenting the suitability of the elements proposed, these operations are being tested virtually, with simulation of the cavity and the floor surface, which can be recreated from the existing precise surveys carried out during reconstruction of the monastery [12] .
This type of monitoring, carried out in virtual 3D recreated by computer, is proving extremely useful, since it allows a reduction in time and costs in the planning phase, given that it is possible to thoroughly evaluate and test the model from the initial stage of design, operating within an environment that efficiently simulates the area in which the robot operates, allowing specific modifications and variations that would otherwise be cumbersome if carried out on a prototype.
Conclusions
We are currently finalising the design and the construction of the robot (Fig. 6) , which is being developed by the two laboratories LARM and DART, and are constantly reviewing the requirements deriving from the architectural application and inspections carried out in the field of mechanics and mechatronics.
Our aim is to test the possibilities of designing robots and/or robotic systems which are specifically dedicated to the field of Built Heritage, and to historical buildings in particular, and therefore to work in a completely new field for this kind of application.
At the same time, we cannot ignore the objectives regarding the medieval pavement of Montecassino. This not only requires more detailed study to improve the knowledge of this type of work, as yet not widely studied, but there is also the aspect of studying the techniques of documentation, analysis, and therefore protection and conservation, of stone surfaces in general and in particular the pavement of the historic abbey at Montecassino, which lies hidden and unexplored beneath the current basilica.
